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Moderato.

VOICE.

Love may be fancy, may not endure.

merely a whim that may pass

Just a bonne bouche for
Life's epicure, Alas!

Love may be greedy

Love may be base Cast away like an old glove,

Love may be only the
joy of the chase But these are not

a tempo.

love. For Love is lovely,

a tempo.

Love is sublime, Love is a passion

poco accel.

that lasts all time, Love is a glory
Sent from above
Love is love.

Love is a halo, lent by the moon
Plume from a seraphim's wing
Gold of a sun-ray

born at high noon
While angels

sing,
Love is the bloom in the heart of a rose

Worn on the breast of a dove,
Love's a tornado

Zephyr who knows
And all these are
love,
For, Love is lovely

Love is sublime, Love is a passion

that lasts all time, Love is a glory

sent from above Love is love.
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